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Abstract
In this paper a new process integrating 5D product modelling and 3D on-site surveying for bridge
construction is presented. This enables faster and less error prone surveying session preparations, fluent
communication of design plans between survey teams, design office and other parties related to the
construction project. A prototype system based on a total station and Tekla Structures CAD software is
defined, and implemented by programming a .NET add-on to Tekla Structures and tested in field tests in an
actually bridge construction project. Tests indicate prototype as a viable tool for surveying, but it still needs
further development in usability and measuring features. Results are applicable also to building and road
construction surveying.
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1. Introduction
During a construction project, large amounts of information is generated, shared and exchanged. Studies
have however shown that effective communication is hampered by lack of communication channels and
processes.1 One of these information-intense fields is surveying.
Today the state-of-the-art construction surveying tool is a total station. For surveying complex structures
such as bridges, a total station is set up for a surveying session by uploading into its memory a specifically
prepared simplified 3D surveying model. This model is built using coordinate information derived from
printed 2D plans. An example of this kind of surveying model is shown in figure 1. This wireframe model is
then used at the work site to mark the position of points to construction workers. The process of
remodelling the structure for surveying every time there is a change in the plans is slow and error prone.
Finally as-built models are rarely produced and information coming back to the designers from the
construction site even during construction is usually only in form of phone conversations or excel sheets
consisting of measured point coordinates.2

Figure 2. Current way of doing surveying planning: A 3D surveying model of the pilot pedestrian bridge
modelled in 3D-Win CAD software, based on coordinates derived from printed 2D design plans.
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Due to these factors, in the event of a required change in design, for example due to a prior error,
information flows slowly and inconsistently between the different actors in a construction project, causing
errors and delays in schedule.3 To address these problems in the surveying process, research has been done
on on-site surveying applications, mainly in the 1990’s, and today there are even some commercial
applications based on CAD software, namely Bentley MicroStation and Autodesk AutoCAD. None of these
solutions have however become widespread, probably because in the past bridge design has been done in
2D, where the application of 3D on-site measuring is not possible. The emergence of Tekla Structures as a
viable bridge product modeling software has enabled bridge designers to produce 5D-product models, which
in turn enables 3D on-site measuring.4
The goal of this research was to define and test a new way of handling the surveying process by
integrating 5D product models and on-site measurements. This would enable design plans and as-built
information to be seamlessly communicated between designers, surveying teams and other construction site
personnel.
2. Method
In this chapter, a new surveying process is defined, a prototype system implementing this process and
field tests to test this prototype are described.
2.1 New surveying process
The designer models the bridge as a 5D product model. The model is then saved on a central server
where all involved parties can access it via an internet connection. The surveying team can fetch this model
directly from the server to the prototype surveying system described in chapter 2.2 and use it to do all
surveying tasks required at the construction site. After surveying, the model is uploaded back to the central
server where the designer and other involved parties, such as buyers, may immediately inspect surveying
results (as-built model). Points that need to be surveyed can easily be marked in the model and change colour
to reflect status. Deviations in as-built model relative to original plans are displayed as vector lines.
2.2 Prototype system
A Trimble 5605 DR total station and a Panasonic Toughbook CF-19 laptop computer suitable for field
use were used as base components for the prototype system. A surveying software solution was needed to
view and manipulate the 5D product model. Also a hardware solution for realizing data communication
between the laptop and the total station was needed. Several software and hardware solutions were
evaluated, and the following components were chosen to be realized in the prototype: Tekla Structures CAD
as software solution and Satelline 3AS/d radio modems for realizing wireless serial port data communication.
A surveying software was developed with Microsoft C#.NET language, that works as a user interface for the
system and acts as a link between Tekla Structures and the total station’s external command interface.
For the system to work, the bridge product model used must be modeled directly in the same coordinate
system as is used at the construction site. The total station must be setup and oriented normally using the
total stations basic setup process. When the total station and the bridge product model are in the same
coordinate systems, measurements can be done.
2.2.1 Hardware
This section describes the prototype hardware. The main component was a Trimble 5605 DR total
station, which was used to measure points selected from a bridge product model running on a laptop
computer. Communication between the laptop computer and the total station was realized via serial port
connection. The laptop could have been virtually any computer with a serial port and capable of running
Tekla Structures CAD software, but for this prototype a Panasonic Toughbook CF-19 laptop was chosen
because of its suitability for field use.
Since the surveying system was intended to be used by one person, and as the surveyor needs to hold the
prism at the point being measured, the commands would have to be sent wirelessly to the total station from
the position being measured. In the prototype system this was realized via Satelline 3AS/d radio modems,
which are specifically designed to transmit serial data wirelessly. The system setup is visualized in Figure 2.
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Figure 3. Prototype hardware setup
2.2.2 Software
The software solution was based on using Tekla Structures CAD and the programming interface it offers.
A custom surveying software, a user interface, was needed to command the total station using only the
laptop, basically acting as a link between Tekla Structures and the total station. Microsoft Visual Studio and
C#.NET and Tekla Structures open programming API was used to realize a light software solution which
communicated with Tekla Structures to allow the user to select points from the bridge product model using
normal Tekla Structures user interface and snapping functionality. The commands were then executed on
the total station by sending them via serial port connection, using the total stations serial port command
interface.
The system can be used to guide the surveyor towards a selected point to mark it in the field for
construction workers; the surveyor selects a point from the product model. The coordinates of this selected
point are then displayed on the screen and the total station can then be commanded to measure and guide
the surveyor to the selected coordinates. Alternatively the user may want to do an as-built measurement;
select and point a feature, such as corner of a concrete slab, in the field. Then click the same feature in the
product model, and the software adds a vector line displaying the difference in position, directly in the
product model.
Figure 3 demonstrates a screenshot of the combined Tekla Structures and surveying software user
interfaces.
2.3 Field tests
The prototype system was tested in a series of field tests at an actual bridge construction site. First test
was conducted by measuring selected points from the 5D product model and comparing them with points
marked in the field by traditional measuring methods. Second test was measuring points in a finished
component and visualizing the data in the model (as-built). The product model was provided by the bridge
designer in Tekla Structures format. The model is presented in figure 3. The prototype system and an
operator during field tests are displayed in figure 4. Wireless transfer of product model via internet server
between designer and survey team was not tested, but instead model was transferred by memory stick.
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3. Result
Setting up
p and orientingg the total stattion to the con
nstruction sitee coordinate syystem was straaight forward..
However sincce the bridge product
p
modeel that was useed had x- and y-coordinates reversed com
mpared to the
construction site coordinatte system, prob
blems occurreed. After the problem
p
was identified, it was
w solved
t surveying software user interface.
finally by swittching x- and y-coordinates manually in the

Figure 4. Useer interface off the surveyingg software (lefft side). Produuct model of the
t pilot pedesstrian bridge is
currentlyy open in Teklla Structures (rright side).
In the firstt field tests po
oints previously measured by
b traditional methods
m
weree measured with the
prototype system and yielded same resullts. This was of
o course the expected
e
resullt, as only the method of
writing and reeading the datta from the tottal station difffers.
In the seco
ond test a finiished compon
nent, bridge fo
oundations, weere measured. The actual fo
oundations
located at the construction site are show
wn in figure 5. The
T corners of
o the concrete cast were paartially broken
n
c
on where
w
to positiion the total station
s
measurring prism. Fin
nally all four corners
c
were
and posed a challenge
successfully measured
m
and as-built vectors were immeediately visible in the producct model.
The as-built vectors gen
nerated in the product model are shown in
i figure 6.
4. Conclusio
on
The tests indicated
i
that a 5D productt model in Tekkla Structures CAD softwarre could be ussed directly to
o
make on-site measurementts.
As mentio
oned in chapteer 1, several sim
milar systems have been deeveloped beforre, but using Tekla
T
Structures andd in-model veectors to indicate differencees from planneed positions iss new. Tekla Structures
S
also
o
offers possibiilities for shariing the differeent versions of the design plans
p
with the different partiies of the
bridge construuction projectt, over the inteernet. Optimaal use of these plan sharing features woulld of course
require wireleess internet acccess at the con
nstruction sitee, which can be
b realized usin
ng different teechniques,
either by existting mobile ph
hone GPRS o
or 3G networkk, or a WiFi neetwork specifiically setup forr the
construction work.
w
4
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The co
ost effectiveneess of a surveyying process caan significantlly be improved by using position measuriing
directly fro
om a 5D prodduct model off the bridge, since survey preparation is faaster, less labo
our intensive and
a
error pron
ne.

Figure 5. The prototyp
pe system at th
he field test sitte. Measured bridge
b
foundations in the baackground (rigght).

F
Figure
6. Finish
hed bridge fouundations, parrtially coveredd in gravel.
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The main challenge with
h the use of th
he system is th
hat a surveyorr often needs to
t move to diffficult
i a specificallly designed carrrying harnesss.
locations. A laaptop is someewhat cumbersome to carryy unless there is
A visor type high
h quality diisplay would ssolve this prob
blem. The quaality of currentt state-of-the-art visor
displays is how
wever not goo
od enough.

Figuure 7. Vector liines in the pro
oduct model displaying
d
meaasured points relative to plaanned.
ng software usser interface, to
t make it easiier to use and
Further deevelopment is also needed iin the surveyin
also able to measure
m
pointss relative to pllanes and lanes, which is a requirement
r
in
n bridge surveying. Also roaad
measurementts are often do
one by the sam
me survey team
ms as bridge measurements
m
and they needd to be done
with the samee surveying eqquipment. Thee results obtain
ned are appliccable also to building and ro
oad
construction surveying.
pressed interest in continueed developmen
nt of the
Companiees involved in funding this sstudy have exp
prototype preesented in thiss paper.
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